SoK: Towards Collaborative Evidence Collection in Dark Patterns Enforcement
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Abstract— Dark patterns are manipulative, deceptive design practices deployed in online services aimed at influencing the decisions of users about their purchases, use of time, and disclosure of personal data. Further efforts are needed in both scholarship and enforcement to more effectively prevent the use of dark patterns with deeper sharing of expertise across both fields, but operationalizing such collaborations requires resolving interdisciplinary differences. In this project, we examine case-law and scholarly CS articles on dark patterns to directly compare the investigatory and evidentiary methods used by courts and scholars towards the purpose of improving collaboration across both fields.
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I. MOTIVATION

Dark patterns are manipulative, deceptive design practices deployed in online services aimed at influencing the decisions of users about their purchases, use of time, and disclosure of personal data. Dark patterns hold a unique potential for influencing user behavior, undermining user agency [1], and disparately impacting vulnerable or disempowered communities [2, 3], among myriad other harms, across contexts. Dark patterns receive ample regulatory and otherwise legal attention from both existing and new laws (like the European Digital Services Act, Data Act, AI Act, and American CCPA) that attempt to prevent dark patterns, and an increasing body of agency and court cases [4-12] sanction the actors of such practices. Enforcement actions and penalties consists of a strong approach for dark patterns deterrence.

Some regulators actively use scientific evidence in their cases, like the French Data Protection Authority (CNIL) citing Nouwens et al. [13] in a case against Facebook or an industry study used to support sanctions against Google [5]. However, it is otherwise unclear to what extent scholarly methods and results can be factored into or more directly inform case law writ large. Increasing interactions between researchers and regulators in the effort to curb dark patterns online indicate deep interest in a collaborative exchange between disciplines [18]. Strengthening and operationalizing such collaborations -- or identifying optimal or new avenues for collaboration -- requires a deeper understanding of how each field collects dark patterns evidence.

In this project, we examine investigatory methods and evidence used across CS (and related fields’) scholarship and enforcement actions as presented in published research articles and decision documents, towards understanding the unique needs of both disciplines (academia and regulatory law), comparing and contrasting their methodologies, and identifying opportunities for greater collaboration and direct impact for both. We particularly focus on the types of evidence collected in scholarship and cases, using the definition of evidence from the Better Regulation Toolbox, 2023: ‘evidence’ refers to multiple sources of data, information and knowledge, including quantitative data such as statistics and measurements, qualitative data such as opinions, stakeholder input, conclusions of evaluations, as well as scientific and expert advice [14].

We are motivated by the following open questions in academic-regulatory collaboration against dark patterns:

1. To what extent do scholarship and law share investigatory methods for dark patterns? To what extent do they differ?
2. What investigatory methods can scholarship contribute to dark pattern enforcement and vice versa?
3. What are the operation constraints and incentives that potentially impact each field’s investigatory approaches, and how might these be overcome for closer collaboration?

II. INTERDISCIPLINARY SYSTEMATIZATION OF KNOWLEDGE

To begin answering these questions, we seek to understand the state of dark patterns investigations across both fields. We thus turn to each field’s body of knowledge on dark patterns. First, we use a centralized repository of several dozen dark patterns case decisions from deceptive.design/cases [15], spanning 27 unique jurisdictions worldwide, (e.g. EU Data Protection Authorities (DPAs), the US FTC, and consumer and competition
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Our interdisciplinary team of human-computer interaction and legal scholars annotates these documents with open-coding methods [17] to enumerate different types of evidence and analysis techniques used in both datasets for identifying dark patterns. Specifically, we first code each document set separately. We categorize extant methods in dark patterns scholarship, and characterize the types of evidence obtained through these investigatory methods (for example, whether evidence was collected from real users or directly by researchers, on live platforms or simulated experiments, etc.). We simultaneously inspect enforcement case decisions from the EU and US in a similar fashion, articulating and characterizing to the best of our ability the types of evidence collected in these cases (as described by the final decision documents) and potential investigatory methods. Next, we iteratively code both datasets towards a unified taxonomy or mapping of investigatory methods, revealing overlap and where they deviate.

Early results reveal immediate differences and similarities that allude to operational quirks from each field.
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